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About DiVA

• Started in 2000
  – Electronic Publishing Centre (EPC), Uppsala
  – Purpose was primarily to publish doctoral theses

• A completely new version in 2008
  – combined system for full texts and bibliographic references (evaluation/bibliometrics)

• Built on open source software
DiVA Consortium

• A collaboration of 30 Scandinavian universities and research institutes using DiVA
  – all contribute to the system development
• Use a specific model for the system management
  – with clearly defined roles and responsibilities
    (the model is used for all IT systems at Uppsala University)
DiVA portal – a common search interface
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DiVA portal contains

⇒ 475,000 references, of which nearly 100,000 are in full text
⇒ research publications and student theses
How DiVA is used
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How to find full texts in DiVA?

Number of full texts downloaded in total = 10 million
Number of downloaded web pages in total = 22 million (2011)
News in DiVA

• Automatically created cover page for self-archived articles (for the author’s version)

Coming news ...

• New search interface – with updated functionalities
• Improve the interface for how to register and review publications
From born digital to digitalization

• A platform for registering, archiving and making digital collections available
• Building on DiVA techniques
• Interface for different media types (text, image, sound ...)
• Dealing with large files
Example: The Silver Bible
Thanks for your attention!
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Automatically created cover page - from the bibliographic information

Upload file/Self-archive?

Title: Framing Financial Responsibility: An analysis of the limitations of accounting

Self-archive
Most academic journals/publishers allow that you self-archive a copy of your article in an open archive - open access. Check the publisher’s policy in SHERPA/RoMEO